PŘÍKAZ K ZACHOVÁNÍ LETOVÉ ZPŮSOBILOSTI
CAA-AD-001/2000
Datum vydání: 04. ledna 2000
LETADLO - PALIVOVÝ SYSTÉM - KONTROLA
Týká se: letadel vyrobených firmou Fokker Aircraft B.V. typu F.27 verzí Mk.100 až 700, všech výrobních čísel.
Datum účinnosti: 05. ledna 2000
Provést v termínech: Jak je popsáno v BLA AD č. 1999-154 (A) (příloha tohoto PZZ).
Postup provedení prací: Dle BLA AD č. 1999-154 (A).
Poznámky: Provedení tohoto PZZ musí být zapsáno do letadlové knihy. Případné dotazy týkající se tohoto PZZ adresujte na ÚCL technický inspektorát - Ing. Stibůrek. Pokud to vyžaduje povaha tohoto PZZ, musí být zapracován
do příslušné části dokumentace pro obsluhu,údržbu a opravy letadla. Tento PZZ byl vypracován na z ákladě BLA AD č, 1999-154 (A).

Ing. Pavel MATOUŠEK
Ředitel technického inspektorátu
Úřad pro civilní letectví
BLA nr. 1999-154 (A)
Date: November 30, 1999
FOKKER SERVICES B.V.
(formerly Fokker Aircraft B.V.)
Model F.27 Mk. 100 thru 700 series
RLD Type Certificate Nrs.: A22F
FUEL - FUEL DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SWITCHES - INSPECTION
Description:
RLD have received a report from an F.27 operator concerning an incident that occurred during a descent to Flight Level 160 where the crew noticed fluctuations of RPM,
torque and TGT, as well as zero fuel pressure on the RH engine. Fuel booster pumps low pressure and fuel filter-ice warning lights did not illuminate and the crew decided on
a in-flight engine shut-down. The following investigation revealed that both (1 each on RH and LH engine) Fuel Differential Pressure (FDP) switches were inadvertently
installed upside-down and that, as a result, the fuel pressure sensing lines were cross-connected to each FDP switch. The subsequent check on other aircraft in the same

operator's fleet uncovered three more FDP switches that had apparently been fitted upside down in their mountings during maintenance.
This condition, if not corrected, can result in inadvertent cross-connection of the fuel pressure sensing lines, inhibiting the function of the fuel filter icing warning system. This
could leave an ice-blocked fuel filter undetected, leading to fuel starvation and engine flame-out. Since an unsafe condition has been identified that is likely to exist or
develop on other aircraft of the same type design, this Airworthiness Directive (BLA) requires a onetime inspection for the correct installation of FDP switches and fuel
pressure sensing lines and the reporting of all findings to Fokker Services.
Applicability: Fokker Aircraft B.V. Model F.27 Mk.100 thru 700 series, all serial numbers.
Effective date: December 20, 1999
Compliance: Required as indicated, unless accomplished previously.
(a) Within the next 2 calendar months after the effective date of this directive, inspect all FDP switches and fuel pressure sensing lines for proper installation in accordance
with Part 2. Accomplishment Instructions of Fokker Service Bulletin (SB) F27/28-63 dated November 21, 1999 or a later RLD-approved revision;
(1) If the FDP switches and fuel pressure sensing lines are correctly installed, no further action is required and the aircraft may be returned to service.
(2) If FDP switches and/or fuel pressure sensing lines are incorrectly installed, before further flight, re-install in accordance with Part 2.A(4) Accomplishment Instructions of
Fokker SB F27/28-63 dated November 21, 1999 or a later RLD-approved revision;
(b) Within ten days after the inspection and/or re-installation as required by paragraph (a) of this directive, report all findings to Fokker Services, address indicated below.
Remarks:
- Operators of the affected aircraft may obtain copies of the referenced service information upon request directly from Fokker Services B.V., Technical Services Dept., P.O.BOX
231, 2150 AE Nieuw-Vennep, The Netherlands, telephone (31) 252-627-350, facsimile (31) 252-627-211.
- Compliance with this AD must be recorded in the proper Aircraft Log Book(s).

